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DNA caused by Zeta manipulation tactics. This multi-layer blanket of freque·ncy,
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a race called Zeta Reticuli from out ofthe Draconian Matrix. The Zetas" agenda is

Draconian Matrix. The Zetas" agenda is to take control of this planet and create
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evolution? (a) Zeta Reticuli (b) Zeta Rigelians (c) Human Illuminati (

Reticuli (b) Zeta Rigelians (c) Human Illuminati (d) All ofthe above
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and then the Zetas and the Dracos came in and tried to take over
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and Motivations: The Zetas, Dracos and Secret Government, Majestic looses control, The
Amenti Star
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some Zephilium and Zeta Reticuli reptilian strains from Orion who sought amnesty and
protection
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strains}, the Zephelium/ Zeta Reticuli races from Orion, especially the Rigalians and their "
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treaties with the Zeta races when the Dracos races and Nibiruians joined the Zeta

Nibiruians joined the Zeta Earth Dominion cause in the 1980s-1990s. The Intruder ETs
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known as the Zeta Reticuli, their primary race strain being the blue faced Zephelium,

sub-species of Zeta. In recent times the Zeta races began interacting with Earth

recent times the Zeta races began interacting with Earth around World War I and

the 1980s the Zeta have joined forces with their ancient adversaries, the Dracos, a

system. Both the Zeta and the Dracos taces share a common hidden objective of

legions of the Zeta-Dracos alliance and any other Visitors from elsewhere who hold
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extraordinary began. The Zeta Greys were not in charge of the organization called the

of dimensionalization. The Zeta members affiliated with this organization represented
defectors from the Intruder

from the Intruder Zeta groups that had been given political asylum by the GA,
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defected from the Zeta Alliance, seeking political asylum with the GA. Asylum was granted
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the Drakon, Zephelium-Zeta, Dracos, Necromiton, Azriel, Dinoid, Reptile and Insectoid Fallen
Angelic races,
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(Administrators of Zeta), Zeta Grey-Rigelian, Rutilia (Zeta and Dracos hybrid, or

Rigelian, Rutilia (Zeta and Dracos hybrid, or EBE) I vii
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(Arcturian), Amera Zeta Grey, Rhanthunkeana. I viii
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directly with you. Zeta Reticuli There are seven cultures (world cultures and their

little greys" or Zeta Reticuli. Others call them the "lizzies," referring specifically to

sub-species of Zeta that have a more reptilian-like appearance when manifesting within

intellectually astute the Zeta generally do not possess the spiritual development necessary to
forge

Like humans, the Zeta also are evolving. The Zeta are indeed real, and physical

are evolving. The Zeta are indeed real, and physical in terms of biological form.

It is the Zeta and affiliated groups, such as the reptilian Dracos, that have
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The Visitors The Zeta represent more than just the Little Greys (those small

species of the Zeta prototype, some more "hybrid like" in appearance, some resembling

are lizard-like Zeta in numerous colorings and sizes. There are Zeta that more

sizes. There are Zeta that more closely resemble your insect kingdoms, particularly that of

Other types of Zeta have been described by your witnesses as "blues," "

a group of Zeta mutations created through their experiments in genetic engineering. The
blue-

caste of the Zeta, governing all lower-ranking Zeta castes. The Zeta are a

all lower-ranking Zeta castes. The Zeta are a fragmented species and their customs

Zeta castes. The Zeta are a fragmented species and their customs and policies differ

appearing with the Zeta (especially with the "greys," "browns" and "

not of the Zeta species but often work with them and assist humans in

encounters with the Zeta. They also work with those from other dimensional systems. The

that of the Zeta, and come as emissaries of peace and growth toward brotherhood

appear with the Zeta or other three-dimensional extraterrestrial groups the Aethien are with

of them. Only Zeta groups who have agreed to work in brotherhood with all
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it effectively. The Zeta groups come to you for numerous reasons, some of them



learn from the Zeta. The Zeta possess physically solid three-dimensional vessels, but only

the Zeta. The Zeta possess physically solid three-dimensional vessels, but only the smallest

at will. The Zeta also have the ability to use the Dimensional Lock System

dimensions. But the Zeta originate from your three-dimensional system in a different time

your own, the Zeta do not have a full understanding of the Dimensional Lock

humans and the Zeta have much to learn. Rhanthia The second group of extraterrestrial

than are the Zeta, and they have been involved in your Earth culture since

world. Like the Zeta, the Ranthia often appear in your system as light formations,

form. Unlike the Zeta, h owever, the Ranthia are not fully "matter based,"
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as are the Zeta, but the Ranthia h ave superior abilities in this regard.

they desire. The Zeta and Aethien use this ability quite often in dealing with

solid obj ects. Zeta are the least skilled in this area as they lack

Most often the Zeta will remain physical and use simple frequency modulation tactics to

association with the Zeta often reported by wi tnesses or contac tees indicate that
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Government THE OLD ZETA AGENDA There are a large number of Zeta involved with

large number of Zeta involved with research upon your planet, and some of them

working with the Zeta on some of these agendas but even they do not

into facilitating the Zeta plan. The "Zeta Agenda," as we call it does

plan. The "Zeta Agenda," as we call it does not simply involve your

have explained, the Zeta have limited access to interdimensional passageways. Your three-
dimensional Earth

only system the Zeta are interested in exploring. The Zeta are a driven race,

in exploring. The Zeta are a driven race, driven by a vision and a

home planet the Zeta evolved within their own time continuum to a point of

collective mind. The Zeta mind was exploring methods by which they could break through

too late. The Zeta did not originally possess the small grey forms you have

(The original Zeta prototype was a larger white-colored being possessing bilateral symmetry

wide variety of Zeta forms now existing are the result of uncountable genetic experiments.
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Original Zeta Agenda and the World Wars original Zeta form, particularly those

World Wars original Zeta form, particularly those of the early reptiles that roamed the

your future. The Zeta then have "gone back in time" to your time



originally hoped). The Zeta entered your time continuum because of the proximity of Earth"s

environmental elements the Zeta need for survival. (Oxygen-based air systems, water
systems

toxic to the Zeta, and those interacting with your system found themselves in accelerated

of deterioration. ORIGINAL ZETA AGENDA AND THE WORLD WARS We have given you
information

information about the Zeta so that you may begin to understand their motives for

application, as the Zeta soon dis covered. Though they possessed much knowledge of how

Large groups of Zeta became "trapped between dimensions," and stuck in your time/

time continuum. The Zeta were a dying race trapped in time very far from

from home. The Zeta began to look for other alternatives. They became involved with
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health of the Zeta was suffering. The carbon-based elements present to some degree

scope of the Zeta involvement accelerated just after your First World War. The environment

at raising the Zeta"s biological tolerance level to the carbon elements but these experiments

World War the Zeta had devised a plan of genetic crossbreeding. They became interested

in creating a Zeta-human hybrid, a mutation, in the hope that such a

creatures that the Zeta later destroyed. Finally the human species was approached as a

that of the Zeta. These experiments also failed. During your Second World War the

World War the Zeta came into communications with humans directly. (They are in

explained that the Zeta were capable of "shape-shifting" to some degree, and

formed between the Zeta and the OS, British and German governments. The Zeta were

German governments. The Zeta were not particularly concerned at the time with the outcome

to speak. The Zeta had great interest in the Nazi experimentation with genetics and

superior race." The Zeta would let the humans help them create a genetically superior

to create the Zeta-human hybrid. Zeta interest in the Hitler regime began to

Zeta-human hybrid. Zeta interest in the Hitler regime began to dwindle over disagreements

the Nazis, the Zeta viewed the Jewish peoples as a race, not simply a

the Nazis, the Zeta believed the Jewish race to be superior genetically, and they

given on the Zeta perspective of the Jewish people in other writings). The Zeta

other writings). The Zeta interest then began gravitating toward the opposing factions. They
were

and well. The Zeta wanted this genetic 14
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Original Zeta Agenda and the World Wars strain protected at all cost,



interacting with the Zeta in other dimensions, with the intention of teaching the Zeta

of teaching the Zeta better ways to fulfill their purposes without violating the human

human populace. The Zeta remaining in the three-dimensional Earth system were of the

to assisting the Zeta in their spiritual growth toward brotherhood, and so maintain an

for assistance to Zeta in all dimensions. During the time of World War II

War II the Zeta in your system approached certain elements of government in the

the allies. The Zeta themselves set in motion the structures for what has become

contact with the Zeta in their true forms. Great meetings were orchestrated in which

introduced to the Zeta and certain aspects of their technology. The Zeta came under

their technology. The Zeta came under the guise of wanting to help humanity and

planetary guardians. The Zeta play upon the core religious beliefs of the people and

human perception of Zeta as saviors and helpers. Only later, after the "debt"

speak, did the Zeta begin to demonstrate their desire to have favors exchanged for

sophistication of the Zeta technology, had no idea just how much knowledge the Zeta

much knowledge the Zeta withheld from them. Nor how the knowledge that was given

the humans for Zeta purposes. The individuals presently involved in the Interior Government
still
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to you. The Zeta are not "evil monsters" out to get humanity, they

like humans the Zeta often do not realize the harm and violation they bring

Both humans and Zeta need to evolve spiritually into a working knowledge of universal

brotherhood. O LD ZETA AGENDA AND P ERSONAL GROWTH Currently your visible world
government

group at the Zeta"s insistence in hope that they will be "let in

Government and the Zeta are working with them and for them. When in truth
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the program. The Zeta are not the only species of intelligent beings aware of
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provide regarding the Zeta and the formation of the Interior Government is intended to

rundown on the Zeta presence and agenda, and the "official reality program" as

light manifestations. The Zeta are not the only three-dimensional ET forms capable of

this manner. Though Zeta are skilled light manipulators, the aforementioned group the
Ranthia (

these mechanics. Whereas Zeta usually create manifestations of form in conjunction with light
phenomena
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aware of the Zeta agenda, and like the other dimensional Aethien, are attempting to

to teach humans, Zeta and others, ideologies and technologies that will help these collectives

intervene in the Zeta plan if possible. The Ranthia are also masters of illusion,

learn. Unlike the Zeta, the Ranthia must be asked to intervene; they cannot impose

spiritual maturity. Some Zeta groups who have agreed to accept the teachings and guidance

to shift the Zeta paradigm and agenda to a model more conducive of peaceful
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hold off the Zeta and the Interior Government (not to mention your "

The Interior Government, Zeta and official governments have done such a good job at
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you how the Zeta, Aethien, Ranthia and other timeportal and interdimensional groups are able

in remembering. THE ZETA AGENDA In order to understand the Zeta agenda and the

to understand the Zeta agenda and the dramas unfolding within your universe you must
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universe . The Zeta, as well as the helping ET groups, are aware of

Earth system. The Zeta have, from the beginnings of their interaction with you, used

usage that the Zeta are able to manufacture the perceptual interference and sensual
interruption

such as the Zeta. These codes are presently being used in a number of
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dealings with the Zeta and other groups, but we can offer the tools of

explore how the Zeta and other self-interested groups are using Keylonta to mislead

by which the Zeta are able to create perceptual interference. They have the power
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such as the Zeta), it is quite easy to impulse the base DNA codes

you by the Zeta and other groups. If you can learn some of these
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of the aforementioned Zeta agenda. Individuals have been tested and experimented upon for
some

fine-tuned. The Zeta are now ready to begin using holographic inserts on a

subjects for the Zeta; they succumbed to the very tactics they were trained by



trained by the Zeta to employ against other humans. Do not be surprised if
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is what many Zeta view humans as being) is temporarily neutralized using the Keylonta
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as the unenlightened Zeta. Though the abductors in these cases are not delib- 34
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particularly within the Zeta factions. The Zeta have had some success with this hybrid

Zeta factions. The Zeta have had some success with this hybrid race and their
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not exist. The Zeta and others would like to see humans remain ignorant to

they choose. Some Zeta factions are still involved in creating a hybrid race whose

much as the Zeta have violated the integrity of the humans they study. For

and to the Zeta themselves, for finding better solutions. The greatest threat to Earth
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and Hybridization The Zeta have successfully interbred with human females. There are hybrid
babies

would appear as Zeta-human hybrids if they were within the three-dimensional system.

of Earth. The Zeta are cultivating them within those coordinates, not within the present

strains of these Zeta-human hybrid beings, each designed to fulfill certain roles within

roles within the Zeta plan. Some appear as large, thin white beings with wispy

are not simply Zeta-human hybrids, but represent a conglomeration of genetic material
derived

DNA. Unlike the Zeta-human hybrids the blues and browns do not possess a

whites (the Zeta-human hybrids), serving as guards or general soldiers. ZIONITES Many

out within the Zeta factions, some combining Earth animal aspects with Zeta and other

animal aspects with Zeta and other dimensional life forms. There is one other category

other category of Zeta created hybrids that we would like to mention. These represent

genetic fusing of Zeta, humans and other dimensional ET life forms. We have mentioned

to assist the Zeta, the humans and many others through out your dimension and

to assist those Zeta who have made a commitment to non-violation of other
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to assist the Zeta in continuation of their species through genetic mutation. Out of

was formed, the Zeta human-Aethien strain that we refer to as the Zionites.



other systems. The Zeta drew genetic material from the distant past of your species,

experimentation of the Zeta in conjunction with the Aethien, their strain is unique in
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species. Though the Zeta were in part responsible for the creation of this master

powerful than the Zeta themselves, and went on to join interstellar groups far beyond

scope of the Zeta"s perceptions. Those Zeta who bring harm or violation to humans,

Zeta"s perceptions. Those Zeta who bring harm or violation to humans, and who have

formidable adversary. The Zeta working toward peace view them with respectful awe. There
will

out by the Zeta, Aethien and humans with soul agreements. The hybrid human-Zeta

The hybrid human-Zeta beings, ("whites," "blues," "browns" and others), serve
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being used by Zeta that are not in cooperation with the peaceful brotherhoods. These
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to the enlightened Zeta ("Stealing human fetuses" is not a tactic often employed

by the abusive Zeta factions either, as their interests move in other directions.) Carrying
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out. The enlightened Zeta have no desire to create trauma for human females, and

and let their Zeta acquaintances know they are receptive to such communication and contact.

monitored by the Zeta and the request will be observed and acted upon if
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strains of Human-Zeta hybrids, those two races being the only contributors to their

"little grey" Zeta and the human genetic imprint, used in various combinations. (

combinations. (Other Zeta-human hybrid strains utilizing the Zephelium-Zeta genetic code are

utilizing the Zephelium-Zeta genetic code are presently being constructed.) Both strains of the
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Borendt present with Zeta groups who are working in violation of the human species.

Borendt accompany unenlightened Zeta, they are either held captive via mind control or work

understand that the Zeta are not "evil monsters" desiring to destroy or misuse

human species, some Zeta are more aware, enlightened and spiritually mature than others.
The

the species. The Zeta factions working against a positive human evolution believe they must



To the unenlightened Zeta, humans stand in the way of their progress toward cultivating

view these unenlightened Zeta as fellow beings, facing some of the same challenges your
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battle with the Zeta. Such endeavors would prove fruitless to your race at best.

best. The unenlightened Zeta, as well as the unenlightened humans need to grow, to

will explore the Zeta-human relationship more fully as our writings progress. 49
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talked about the Zeta involved with humans at this time who act in violation
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better choices. The Zeta who inflict their experiments upon humans without consensual
agreements from

choices wisely. The Zeta and all others within the dimensionalized systems are learning these
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within the flow. Zeta and humans share many of the same lessons, and they

achieved. Though the Zeta generally are advanced in intellectual growth and technological
achievement compared

your time. Many Zeta fall behind humans in regard to true spiritual cognition for

human species. The Zeta biology is set up differently. As we previously described the

previously described the Zeta presently involved with your system are mutations from their
original
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been created. The Zeta were, in essence, cut off from their central power source.

Matrix System. The Zeta are also part of such a "tree of identity."

before how the Zeta inadvertently collapsed the time portal system surrounding their home
planet.
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pattern. When the Zeta disengaged their time portals from the main grid of the

our tree. The Zeta are able to draw energy from their souls, but their

the tree. The Zeta are as leaves and buds stunted upon a withering branch

plight of the Zeta and why they have interest in your race. Perhaps you

when considering the Zeta. Violation is caused by ignorance to universal law, period! And

and enlightenment. Some Zeta have grown to higher understanding working with the
aforementioned Aethien

own. These enlightened Zeta are beginning to see how the Law of Reciprocity operates.



to assist the Zeta in creating mutations in their lineage through genetic engi- 54
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and with the Zeta they created a plan that would serve the good of

involved. Previously the Zeta groups attempting to form Zeta-human hybrids were aiming for

attempting to form Zeta-human hybrids were aiming for a being that would function,

hardship for the Zeta, the humans and the Earth itself. It would create a

If the original Zeta plan had been allowed to unfold you would have experienced

in which the Zeta invaded Earth because they felt the humans were not capable

of the pending Zeta-human clash were observed by some of these groups as

when encountering the Zeta. Others were assigned to assisting the Zeta, and to finding

to assisting the Zeta, and to finding other alternatives for them. The Aethien and

closely with the Zeta. They formulated a plan in which hybrids would be created

agreement. As the Zeta already possessed some abilities in multidimensional acclimatization
an environment better

numerous groups the Zeta agenda was shifted away from the pending holocaust and toward
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the human and Zeta lineage. Humans do not presently realize what great times are

The majority of Zeta in your system now work toward brotherhood, and with the

of enlightenment. Most Zeta can be trusted, but it is difficult for them to

Even though most Zeta can now be trusted in their dealings with humans, there

the "unenlightened Zeta." The unenlightened ones are those responsible for numerous
abductions in

such abductions the Zeta responsible had little clue as to what tactics were useful,

the hands of Zeta, abduction attempts that "went wrong." These travesties took place

do) because of Zeta ignorance to the human structure, and because no attempt was

many humans, many Zeta do not understand the reality of their connection to soul,

forms. The enlightened Zeta are learning of these things from the Aethien and Ranthia.
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Zeta Conspiracy brotherhood can be easily identified as there will always

aware of the Zeta presence, and learn to distinguish between the enlightened groups and

in mind (Zeta can see your mental pictures) the image of one of

with an enlightened Zeta you will be greeted with a response of curiosity and

is an unenlightened Zeta the reaction will be one of tension and a "

stance, as the Zeta who are aware of the guardians and have chosen not



When dealing with Zeta who do not know of these overseers, you may still

and request assistance. Zeta still have a strong link to the collective Zeta mind.

to the collective Zeta mind. Though they now operate independently you can still reach

is strong enough. Zeta manipulate through the mind, and humans must learn to do

redirect the harmful Zeta rather than attempt to destroy them. They cannot be fought

kind. The enlightened Zeta and the groups working with them are the humans best

from the harmful Zeta. The enlightened groups are doing the best they can to

the same lessons. ZETA CONSPIRACY The Zeta following the old agenda believe themselves
to

ZETA CONSPIRACY The Zeta following the old agenda believe themselves to be desperate.
They

the majority of Zeta have transferred to the new agenda there are still several
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is manipulating the Zeta (it has been working with them on the old

expendable resources and Zeta as tools through which they can bring about their plan

cooperate" with the Zeta, allowing them to take what they desire from the human

secrecy for the Zeta following the old agenda. They are dangerous people, (as
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Zeta Conspiracy precisely what the Interior Government does not want the

Page:  60

to use the Zeta they pretend to co-operate with for their technology and

to overpower the Zeta in their weakened condition. Then they hope to further implement

global resources. The Zeta, however, are far better at this game of strategic manipulation,

shared by the Zeta is the artificial creation through mechanical means of Holographic Inserts

page 27). (Zeta are able to initiate this tactic using mental applications and

true.) This covert Zeta and human team is planning to utilize this technology to
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portal system. The Zeta have not provided the data necessary for the time portals

the latter). The Zeta 61
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Government thinks the Zeta are assisting them to put in place certain mass "

Matrix) but the Zeta are in actuality working toward orchestration of a different plan.

a different plan. Zeta are helping to create this "frequency fence" but not



of dominion their Zeta "helpers" are using them to help fulfill their personal

them. The unenlightened Zeta have something else in mind. These factions of the Zeta

factions of the Zeta race, resigning themselves to the probability that they would reach

integrated into a Zeta regulated society. But humans will not be easy to subdue,

subdue, and the Zeta know this. The Zeta acknowledge their present dependence upon the

know this. The Zeta acknowledge their present dependence upon the species for the provision

force to supply Zeta needs and the "best among them" genetically would be
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ward off the Zeta through force. The planet would be plundered in the attempt

brotherhood. The renegade Zeta must not be permitted to fulfill their plan. Though this

subject as the Zeta are aware that are great variations among the populace in

the subjects. As Zeta have time portal access they have been able to monitor

successfully. Though the Zeta will not be able to stop these helping groups, or
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your species. The Zeta and the Interior are aware of this and they do

positive agendas. The Zeta are using images, scenarios and personages held sacred to the

by the unenlightened Zeta through holographic insert technology. The inserts have been and
will

dimensional structure. The Zeta are well aware of the multidimensional operation of the
Collective
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precisely what the Zeta have in mind as part of their agenda. By linking

of the original Zeta Collective Mind Matrix), humans would be easily controlled as the

contents of the Zeta Collective false matrix. The human biology is not designed to

Should the unenlightened Zeta 65
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puppets" that the Zeta could program in any way they choose. In this way

own Soul Matrix.) ZETA PLANET DESTRUCTION All within the Time Matrix grid is
interconnected,
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Zeta Planet Destruction ways of linear time sequencing." When energy approaches

previous sections, the Zeta originally entered your system as they searched for solutions
involving

"conditions" the Zeta hoped to remedy are precisely those described above. Through their



years before the Zeta became aware of the hole. A great amount of energy

occurred. In the Zeta incident this particle compatibility emerged within certain elemental
components of

what led the Zeta to suspect that there was a problem with their dimensional
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black hole. The Zeta realized that this condition was a result of the dimensional

longer there. The Zeta assumed that they had closed the hole when they closed

the structure. The Zeta could no longer reside within their planet"s atmosphere and so
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home to the Zeta and many others. The black hole was sealed, a process

its magnetism. The Zeta home planet and it dimension al counterpart were "sucked

event that the Zeta became trapped within your system, and the others to which

story about the Zeta will serve as education to your scientists who play with

ion about the Zeta plan to use holographic inserts and matrix transplantation to orchestrate
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see, if the Zeta implement their plan of forced matrix transplant upon large numbers

within this human/Zeta drama, most of which humans do not understand. The events

culmination in the Zeta Collective Mind link up through forced matrix transplant. This is

inse rts and Zeta abductions. These things are already going on around you, whether
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some of the Zeta, the unenlightened ones following the old agenda, are quite capable
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groups (the Zeta being only one member of a larger force), and that
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related to the Zeta Reticuli, and carried various types of reptilian form. They were

(time traveling Zeta-human-Aethien hybrid from "the future" time co-ordinates),
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issues involving the Zeta, their plan for using holographic inserts to orchestrate the "
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planned by the Zeta and others for many, many years. You have been cultivated

Page:  85



heritage. Presently the Zeta are toying with you. This scheme has already been redirected
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these that the Zeta desire to utilize for the breeding of a "worker

previous section. The Zeta have other plans in mind for the Starseeds. The Silicate

valuable to the Zeta. It is this element for which they search during unauthorized

completed. The unenlightened Zeta also fear the Starseeds, as they 86
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frequency fence" the Zeta are working now to "erect" within the human DNA

Soul Matrix the Zeta cannot perform a forced matrix transplant upon a Starseed without

groups (enlightened Zeta, Aethien, Ranthia, Sirian, Pleiadian, Breneau and many other
presences). The

to the old Zeta agenda, and so the Zeta try to find other ways

and so the Zeta try to find other ways in keeping them out of

out of operation. Zeta do whatever possible to keep the Starseed from awakening to

awakening individuals. The Zeta and the Interior Governments have also "pushed" in certain

are fueled by Zeta "agitation" in the "right places at the right

right times." The Zeta and Interior also infiltrate religious communities when needed, to insure

of the old Zeta agenda. You would not believe the issues within your public

have come under Zeta/ Interior influence at one time or another. Why do you

WOMEN Presently the Zeta and the Interior government are backing a strong campaign
against
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that the old Zeta agenda calls for "women as breeders and men as

perception. And the Zeta are now playing upon those themes to further divide you
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your species. The Zeta and the Interior Government use the concept of "divide

inserts. If the Zeta have a hard time using the inserts to direct the

their minds, the Zeta will not be able to fulfill their desire of forced

transplant into the Zeta-mind collective. Humans have the 89
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holographic inserts the Zeta have to create a frequency fence (by manipulating the
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Keylonta science. The Zeta and the Interior Government are aware of this emerging aspect



mental manipulation. The Zeta chose this period in time to intervene, precisely because of

you into the Zeta-collective mind matrix before your emerging abilities allow you to

cellular structure the Zeta will no longer be able to manipulate you to the

your planet the Zeta must bring the human collective under their direction before that

that malaise. The Zeta desire to rob you of your evolutionary birthright to HSP
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within it. THE ZETA~ CONTROLLED SOCIETY At a later time in other transmissions we

inserts and the Zeta forced matrix transplant is a reality within your system for

a part, the Zeta plan will either have met with success or failed. Humanity"s

If the old Zeta agenda does succeed humans will be unaware of this, as

transplanted into the Zeta Collective Mind Matrix by this time, and will be programmed

network that is Zeta operated. Humans will have no idea that the Zeta, and

idea that the Zeta, and the primary 13 corporations that they covertly direct, are
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The Zeta-Controlled Society There will be well-organized "spiritual" congregations

heights as the Zeta covertly assist the species and the planet to fulfill greater

achievement. Then the Zeta will begin to infiltrate their new "high-achieving hybrids"

humans. In the Zeta controlled society you will notice a marked drop in the

attributes of the Zeta society might seem seductive, as through the holographic programs you

notice, in the Zeta society, a large increase in "emotional and psychological" problems

indications that the Zeta plan had succeeded. If humans are able to effectively accelerate

place, the unenlightened Zeta will be unable to fulfill their objectives. In this event

with their fellow Zeta who are working with the Aethien and others toward enlightened

provided by their Zeta 93
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indications that the Zeta plan had succeeded there would also be indications that the

present within the Zeta society, at least for some time, the feeling beneath them
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years the enlightened Zeta and other ET groups working for the advancement of the
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identity, can the Zeta and others bring harm to you. You cannot be manipulated
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in which the Zeta old agenda has succeeded. We will take time to discuss
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Adjacent Earth and Zeta into the nexi: century. It is important for you to

ADJACENT EARTH AND ZETA In these transmissions we have discussed the subjects of UFOs

information on the Zeta Reticuli is intended specifically for those who have encountered this

the remaining unenlightened Zeta toward their higher vision, as held by the Aethien and

this vision, the Zeta will be able to evolve successfully within another dimension more

which involves the Zeta, Aethien, Zionites and the Ranthia. Those of you who carry
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and how the Zeta are able to travel through some of these other systems.

reviewed the new Zeta agenda of relocation to an adjacent dimension where they will

to assist the Zeta in making this adjustment, and humans (those of you

of the new Zeta agenda. You are being asked to telepathically broadcast, to the

broadcast, to the Zeta communities at large, the knowledge of this new option, and

elements to this Zeta relocation that we need to address briefly, for those who

Earth that the Zeta are being directed to will be a good learning environment

environment for the Zeta. It is a fourth dimension Earth system. This system also

to which the Zeta are being directed there exist structures and forms similar to
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Adjacent Earth and Zeta there are "unenlightened" forces, often in "high places"

reality. The .Zeta need your help to integrate themselves into this system, but

of the old Zeta agenda and the secret Interior Government that we previously discussed

observable within a Zeta-ruled society. What is taking place within this fourth-dimensional

combination with the Zeta race. In this system the Zeta plan "backfired," and

this system the Zeta plan "backfired," and they were "denied the fruits
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exclusion of the Zeta. The Interior Government collaborated with the reptilian Dracos race to

to overthrow the Zeta power holdings. The Zeta were reduced to a "working-

power holdings. The Zeta were reduced to a "working-class" status, and live

Dracos allies. The Zeta had provided the technology and knowledge of genetics that the

technology of the Zeta they have instead devised a way of transporting the radioactive
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Adjacent Earth and Zeta not designed to process those amounts of radioactivity. Over time,

2. The old Zeta agenda in your third-dimensional system at least reconnected individuals

individuals to the Zeta collective mind matrix, from which life support energy could be

system when the Zeta were removed from power. 111
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that the unenlightened Zeta currently desire to place your populations under mind control.
The
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Adjacent Earth and Zeta You must become aware that your system is dangerously close
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Adjacent Earth and Zeta that are designed to squelch creativity and personal identity to
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Adjacent Earth and Zeta ments, for you would understand the greater evolution of which

portal mechanics. The Zeta and the Ranthia both exist as smaller sub-groups within
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out by the Zeta abductors. In human females, when the hormonal changes associated with

abductions. Remember, the Zeta possess the ability to impulse the mental and emotional
awareness

of the unenlightened Zeta groups who use forced abduction tactics. Following pregnancy
there are

material for the Zeta abductors to use in the creation of their hybrids. Enlightened

their hybrids. Enlightened Zeta who operate within the confines of soul agreements will never

But the unenlightened Zeta, following the old program, think nothing of impulsing adolescent
females
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the manipulation of Zeta abductors. If you truly desire to assist your populations, you
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encounters. The enlightened Zeta are now working with you, abducting you in order to
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they assisted reptilian Zeta Fallen Angelic races in negotiating treaties with human Illuminati
factions.
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"Angelic" human); Zeta-Reticuli Gray "Amera" Emerald-Gold Order (progressive Bio-

Bio-regenerated Orion Zeta). Middle: Anuhazi Elder Emerald Order ("Sirian White" Lyran-
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skinned "Grays" DracosZeta-Anunnaki hybrids; Drakon Orion bipedal "Dragons"; Omicron
"Dragon-
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Drakon reptilian strain; Zeta Administrators); Zeta Gray Rigelian, Rutilia or "E.B.E."

strain; Zeta Administrators); Zeta Gray Rigelian, Rutilia or "E.B.E." (Zeta-

B.E." (Zeta-Dracos hybrid). xxxii ANGELIC RE ALITIES
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MELCHIZEDEKS, SOME DIGRESSIVE ZETA AND AZURITE SIRIANS, ARCTURIAN,
ANDROMEDA, AND ORION VISITOR RACES. ARE
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REPTILIAN RACE DRACO-ZETA AGENDA • ANCIENT ROOTS IN NEPHEDEM
HUMAN·DRAKONIAN EARTH

WITH THE RIGELIAN-ZETA· ZEPHELIUM RACES IN THE 1930"S BROUGHT REINFORCEMENT
TO

ORDER DOMINION AGENDA. ZETA TREATIES WITH THE DRAKONIAN ORION RACES IN THE
1980"S

DICTATORSHIP OF THE ZETA·DRACOS ALLIANCE. • RUN BY THE SERAPHIM REPTILIAN
COLLECTIVE

NEPHEDEM HUMAN AND ZETA LINES FOR TAKEOVER OF EARTH TERRITORIES AND
GENOCIDE OF THE
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AND CAFFEINE DETER ZETA GENETIC MATERIAL HARVEST. • SEAL ASTRAL BODY WITH
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such as the Zeta, will proceed with an attempted abduction or implantation if they
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Enki-Zephelium (Zeta) Anunnaki lineage with the Satain family of the Marduke-Anunnaki
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and Zephelium (Zeta) Drakonian/Reptilian Fallen Angelics and their Annu-Melchizedek
Illuminati Human
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in 1916, the Zeta ("Little Grey") races began physical interaction with Earth on

of the Zephelium-Zeta, Omicron-Drakonian ("Dragon-moths") The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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with the Orion Zeta Rigel ian races. The Zeta Treaties initiated the formation of

ian races. The Zeta Treaties initiated the formation of "Majestic-12", which began

role in the Zeta Treaty agreements. • In the 1930s the Necromiton (Beetle-
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Zephelium (Anunnaki+Zeta) and Marduke-Necromiton-Luciferian (Anunnaki+Aipha-Omega
Centauri Blue
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resistance. • 1916 Zeta Surveillance: Zeta races begin participating in the Earth drama on



1916 Zeta Surveillance: Zeta races begin participating in the Earth drama on behalf of

of the Zephelium-Zeta Rigel ian and Odedicron-Reptilian (Orion) agenda. The Zeta

Orion) agenda. The Zeta negotiate covert treaties with Nephedem AnnuMelchizedek Illuminati
human governments in

and Dracos races; Zetas lose footing in Illuminati affairs as Drakonians take over Zeta

Drakonians take over Zeta Treaties, some Zetas leave, Rigel ian Zetas join to strengthen

Zeta Treaties, some Zetas leave, Rigel ian Zetas join to strengthen Drakonian forces in

leave, Rigel ian Zetas join to strengthen Drakonian forces in Earth affairs. • 1992
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following the OmicronDrakonian-Zeta- llluminati "One World Order" dominion agenda. One of
the
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• 1903AD-1916AD: Zeta Drakonian Agenda Races uncap Falcon Wormhole and begin
activation of

1943: Philadelphia Experiment: Zetas expand Falcon Wormhole creating the Phi-Ex Wormhole
System. •

Drakonian Agenda and Zeta Races. • 1972: Anunnaki agenda races uncap Phoenix Wormhole
and

APINs linked via Zeta-Drakonian alliance. 1983 Montauk Project, Drac agenda Alpha-Omega
Centauri

Cap Falcon Wormhole. Zetas expanded Falcon-Phi-Ex to avoid cap, causing Hurricane Andrew

agendas once Drakonian-Zeta forces lose Falcon-Phi-Ex use. • 1998: Defecting Anunnaki
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Intruder APIN ~ Zeta-Rigelian (Drakonian Agenda) 10,500BC7 :3 Created by the

Created by the Zeta-Gigelian races of Alnitak Orion - during the 10,500BC Luciferian
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Nibiru/ Tiamat and Zeta-Rigeliani Drakonian Falcon Wormhole/Falcon APIN to Phantom
Earth/Alpha
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• 1903-1916: Zetas of Phantom Earth open Atlantian Falcon wormhole off coast of

for invasion. Militant Zeta-Rigel ian force of Phantom Alnitak-Orion take over Falcon

behalf of the Zeta-Drakonian agenda, overthrowing historically positioned Anunnaki strong-
hold on Illuminati

SAC. • 1930s: Zeta-Rigelians make treaties with Illuminati hybrid-human races in several

governments, begin early Zeta Treaties and Majestic-12 seed group covert Illuminati OWO
World

Management Team under Zetas" Drakonian Agenda. Zeta-Rigelians set out to activate Falcon
APIN,

Zetas" Drakonian Agenda. Zeta-Rigelians set out to activate Falcon APIN, begin Ethnic Virus/

abduction/hybridization programs. Zeta-Rigelians assist to organize and strengthen Hitler Nazi
movement via

Drakonian Hibiru Illuminati; Zeta-Rigelians withdraw Nazi support, assist Allied Governments
in victory over

hi-jack the Zeta-Rigelians" Falcon APIN Port Interface System at its Nagasaki APIN

Nagasaki APIN site. Zeta-Rigelians instruct their Illuminati hybrids in Japan and US via

plan from start. Zetas provided allies with A-Bomb technology specifically to use on

APIN site under ZetaRigel ian control. Hiroshima Necromiton-Andromie Illuminati wiped out
on behalf

on behalf of Zeta-Rigel ian Agenda, Maji Grail Line Human YU race Indigos

Nagasaki reclaimed under Zeta-Rigelian control. Necromiton-Andromies prevented from



building Nagasaki base, Falcon

be activated by Zeta Rigelians. • 1943: Zeta-Rigelians expand Falcon APIN system via

Rigelians. • 1943: Zeta-Rigelians expand Falcon APIN system via August 12, 1943 Philadelphia
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Florida. Unsuccessful until1972. Zeta-Rigelians continue Un-Natural Disaster/Ethnic Virus
testing, covert Interior

Rigelian-Andromie Alliance. Zeta-Rigelians make deal with Pro-Drakonian Necromiton-
Andromie forces; Omicron-

Nibiruian Thoth-Enki-Zeta and Enlii-(Odedicron Anunnaki) attempt to cap Falcon wormhole to
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Bases. Thoth-Enki-Zeta Nibiruian Anunnaki group via Chihuahua Mexico site sends Psycho-
tronic

SG-3 Bermuda Zeta-Rigelian NCT-Base. Sonic Amplification Pulse charge collects at Bermuda
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other from the Zeta"s NCT-Base at lake Titicaca Peru on the A7 line.

line and the Zeta"s Montauk-Phi-Ex Port Interface. More UIR Phoenix Spike Site
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Ada/phi Blue Zeta (NecromitonAndromie-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Phantom Alpheratz, Andromea.
Core Agendas:

Zeta (NecromitonAndromie-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Phantom Alpheratz, Andromea. Core
Agendas: Andromie-Drakonian Drakonian-

Andromies. Phantom Matrix Zeta Intruder Races • Zeta-Riqelian/Zeta-Reticuli Zephelium:
(Fallen

Intruder Races • Zeta-Riqelian/Zeta-Reticuli Zephelium: (Fallen Seraphim Lyra Vega/Apexian-

• Zeta-Riqelian/Zeta-Reticuli Zephelium: (Fallen Seraphim Lyra Vega/Apexian-Lau) Phantom

Phantom Rigel Orion, Zeta Reticuli, Bellatrix, Nibiru, Andromeda, Phantom Earth and various
other locations.

Primary Races: All Zeta emerge from Zephelium (tall bipedal blue-skinned lnsectoid-Reptilian-

hybrid) Bellatrix. Aggressive Zeta-Rigelian Omicron-hybrid "Tall Greys" Rigel Orion, Rutilia (

E.B.E.) Zeta-Dracos hybrid. Zeta-Reticuli "Short Greys", several insectoid forms,

Zeta-Dracos hybrid. Zeta-Reticuli "Short Greys", several insectoid forms, various
systems/Phantom

Enki-Zephelium (Zeta-Reticuli-Amealian-Anunnaki) hominid hybrid Nibiru. Kurrendara Orange
Zeta (

Nibiru. Kurrendara Orange Zeta (Dracos-Anunnaki-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Nibiru. Adalphi Blue
Zeta

(Dracos-Anunnaki-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Nibiru. Adalphi Blue Zeta (AndromieNecromiton-Zeta-
Rigelian



Nibiru. Adalphi Blue Zeta (AndromieNecromiton-Zeta-Rigelian hybrid) Alpheratz Andromeda.
Core Agenda: Zeta

Zeta (AndromieNecromiton-Zeta-Rigelian hybrid) Alpheratz Andromeda. Core Agenda: Zeta
Reticuli Zeta-Pieiadian-

Andromeda. Core Agenda: Zeta Reticuli Zeta-Pieiadian-Nibiruian- " The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®

Agenda: Zeta Reticuli Zeta-Pieiadian-Nibiruian- " The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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(refugee) GA. Zeta-Rigelian Zeta-Drakonian Drakonian-Onion Confederation. APIN System:
Zeta-Rigelian

GA. Zeta-Rigelian Zeta-Drakonian Drakonian-Onion Confederation. APIN System: Zeta-
Rigelian "The

Confederation. APIN System: Zeta-Rigelian "The Falcon" APIN/Falcon Wormhole. ZetaReticuli:
Pleiadian-Nibiruian

APIN/Falcon Wormhole. ZetaReticuli: Pleiadian-Nibiruian Phoenix/Serpent. Primary Leviathan
Illuminati Races: Zeta-Reticuli:

Leviathan Illuminati Races: Zeta-Reticuli: Ezeurai/BeiiKadmon/ Atalan King (Thoth-Enki-
Zephelium-Anunnaki

Leviathan Illuminati Lines. Zeta-Rigelian! Dragon King (Germanic) Atlantian Leviathan
Illuminati Lines. Human

human bodies. Associations: Zeta Reticuli-Opened Phantom Earth Falcon Wormhole 1903-
1916 raided by

1916 raided by Zeta-Rigelians. Pleiadian-Nibiruian Samjase-Luciferian-Thoth-Enki-Zephelium
allies. Most

Anunnaki, to escape ZetaRigelians. Zeta Rige/ians- Drakonian-Orion Confederation
administration, MJ-12 and

12 and Nazi Zeta Treaties, enslaved Zeta-Reticuli, "Zeta-Talk", Thule Society, Allister

Zeta Treaties, enslaved Zeta-Reticuli, "Zeta-Talk", Thule Society, Allister Crowley/ "Black

Zeta-Reticuli, "Zeta-Talk", Thule Society, Allister Crowley/ "Black Sun"/ "Golden

Kurrendara Anunnaki-Omicron-Zeta hybrid (Orange Zeta "-......__/ hybrid) Nibiru, Azazael
(Blue

hybrid (Orange Zeta "-......__/ hybrid) Nibiru, Azazael (Blue Human-Reptile Omicron-
Zephelium

"Omicron" group. Zeta-Rigel ian some Odedicron-Reptilian/ Marduke-Oramin-Anunnaki allies.
Most

OmicronOrakonian "Dragon", Zeta-Rigelian "Falcon" and Pleiadian-Nibiruian "Phoenix" APINs.
Primary
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events. Work with Zeta-Rigelian/OmicronDrakonian/ Odedicron Reptilian UIR groups,
Nibiruian Kurrendara (Dracos-



UIR 2000 with Zeta-Rigelians; some refuse UIR for Rebel Omicron-Drakonians. • Odedicron-

Moths, others with Zeta-Reticuli Greys and Pleiadian-Samjase-Luciferian-Anunnaki; most
joined UIR
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Anunnaki Thoth-Enki-Zeta, Enlii-Odedicron and Marduke-Luciferian lines. "Mahatma" and
Rosicrucian

Enlii-Odedicron-Anunnaki, Zeta-Reticuli, Necromiton-Andromie-Nephilim hybrids, Centaur-
Luciferian-Anunnaki. Defected from

(Amealian-Anunnaki-Zeta-Reticuli-Zephelium hybrid) Nibiru. Thoth-Enki-Zephilium-Anunnaki
(the
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(primary allies), Zeta-Reticuli Zephelium, Necromiton-Andromie-Drakonian/Jehovian-Nephilim
(primary allies)
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Enki-Zephelium (Zeta) family, who had been previously leading the Fallen Angelic Anu-
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Drakonian, Reptilian and Zeta souls under Thoth"s custodianship . ..r • 148,000BC Stage-
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Primary Races: All Zeta emerge from Zephelium (tall bipedal blue-skinned lnsectoid-Reptilian-

hybrid) Bellatrix. Aggressive Zeta-Rigelian Omicron-hybrid "Tall Grays" Rigel Orion, Rutilia (



E.B.E.) Zeta-Dracos hybrid. Zeta-Reticuli "Short Grays", several insectoid forms,

Zeta-Dracos hybrid. Zeta-Reticuli "Short Grays", several insectoid forms, various
systems/Phantom

Enki-Zephelium (Zeta-Reticuli-AmealianAnunnaki) hominid hybrid Nibiru. Kurrendara Orange
Zeta (Dracos-

Nibiru. Kurrendara Orange Zeta (Dracos-Anunnaki-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Nibiru. Adalphi Blue
Zeta

(Dracos-Anunnaki-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Nibiru. Adalphi Blue Zeta (Andromie-Necromiton-
Zeta-

Nibiru. Adalphi Blue Zeta (Andromie-Necromiton-Zeta-Rigelian hybrid) Alpheratz Andromeda.
Core Agenda:

(Andromie-Necromiton-Zeta-Rigelian hybrid) Alpheratz Andromeda. Core Agenda: Zeta
Reticuli Zeta-Pieiadian-

Andromeda. Core Agenda: Zeta Reticuli Zeta-Pieiadian-NibiruianAnunnaki Pleiadian-Nibiruian
Coalition or Emerald Covenant

Agenda: Zeta Reticuli Zeta-Pieiadian-NibiruianAnunnaki Pleiadian-Nibiruian Coalition or
Emerald Covenant (refugee)

(refugee) GA. Zeta-Rigelian Zeta-Drakonian Drakonian-Orion Confederation. APIN System:
Zeta-Rigelian

GA. Zeta-Rigelian Zeta-Drakonian Drakonian-Orion Confederation. APIN System: Zeta-
Rigelian "The

Confederation. APIN System: Zeta-Rigelian "The Falcon" APIN/Falcon Wormhole. Zeta-
Reticuli: Pleiadian-

APIN/Falcon Wormhole. Zeta-Reticuli: Pleiadian-Nibiruian Phoenix/Serpent. Primary Leviathan
Illuminati Races: Zeta-

Leviathan Illuminati Races: Zeta-Reticuli/ Ezeurai/Beli-Kadmon/ Atalan King (Thoth-
EnkiZephelium-Anunnaki

Leviathan Illuminati Lines. Zeta-Rigelianl Dragon King (Germanic) Atlantian Leviathan
Illuminati Lines. Human

human bodies. Associations: Zeta Reticuli Opened Phantom Earth Falcon Wormhole 1903-
1916 raided by

1916 raided by Zeta-Rigelians. Pleiadian-Nibiruian Samjase-Luciferian/Thoth-Enki-Zephelium
allies. Most

Anunnaki, to escape Zeta-Rigelians. Zeta Rigelians- Drakonian-Orion Confederation
administration, MJ-12 and

escape Zeta-Rigelians. Zeta Rigelians- Drakonian-Orion Confederation administration, MJ-12
and Nazi Zeta

12 and Nazi Zeta Treaties, enslaved Zeta-Reticuli, "Zeta-Talk", Thule Society, Allister

Zeta Treaties, enslaved Zeta-Reticuli, "Zeta-Talk", Thule Society, Allister Crowley/ "Black

Zeta-Reticuli, "Zeta-Talk", Thule Society, Allister Crowley/ "Black Sun" I "
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Kurrendara Anunnaki-Omicron-Zeta hybrid (Orange Zeta hybrid) Nibiru, Azazael (Blue



Human-

hybrid (Orange Zeta hybrid) Nibiru, Azazael (Blue Human-Reptile Omicron-Zephelium hybrid)

"Omicron" group. Zeta-Rigelian/ some Odedicron-Reptilian/ Marduke-Dramin-Anunnaki allies.
Most join

Drakonian "Dragon", Zeta-Rigelian "Falcon" and Pleiadian-Nibiruian "Phoenix" APINs. Primary

events. Work with Zeta-Rigelian/ OmicronDrakonian! Odedicron-Reptilian UIR groups,
Nibiruian Kurrendara (Dracos-

UIR 2000 with Zeta-Rigelians; some refuse UIR for Rebel Omicron-Drakonians: • Odedicron-

Moths, others with Zeta-Reticuli Grays and Pleiadian-Samjase-Luciferian-Anunnaki; most
joined UIR
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Anunnaki Thoth-Enki-Zeta, Enlii-Odedicron and Marduke-Luciferian lines. "Mahatma" and
Rosicrucian

Enlii-Odedicron-Anunnaki, Zeta-Reticuli, Necromiton-Andromie-Nephilim hybrids; Centaur-
Luciferian-Anunnaki. Defected from

(Amealian-Anunnaki-Zeta-Reticuli-Zephelium hybrid) Nibiru. Thoth-Enki-Zephilium-Anunnaki
(the

(primary allies), Zeta-Reticule Zephelium, Necromiton-Andromie-Drakonian/JehovianNephilim
(primary allies) hybrids
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• 1903AD-1916AD: Zeta Drakonian Agenda Races uncap Falcon Wormhole and begin
activation of

1943: Philadelphia Experiment: Zetas expand Falcon Wormhole creating the Phi-Ex Wormhole
System. •

Drakonian Agenda and Zeta Races. • 1972: Anunnaki agenda races uncap Phoenix Wormhole
and

APINs linked via Zeta-Drakonian alliance. 1983 Montauk Project, Drac agenda Alpha-Omega
Centauri

Cap Falcon Wormhole. Zetas expanded Falcon-Phi-Ex to avoid cap, causing Hurricane Andrew

agendas once Drakonian-Zeta forces lose Falcon-Phi-Ex use • 1998: Defecting Anunnaki
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Nibiru/ Tiamat and Zeta-Rigelian/ Drakonian Falcon Wormhole/Falcon APIN to Phantom
Earth/Alpha
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• 1903-1916: Zetas of Phantom Earth open Atlantian Falcon wormhole off coast of

for invasion. Militant Zeta-Rigelian force of Phantom Alnitak-Orion take over Falcon
Wormhole,

behalf of the ZetaDrakonian agenda, overthrowing historically positioned Anunnaki strong-
hold on Illuminati covert



SAC. • 1930s: Zeta-Rigelians make treaties with Illuminati hybrid-human races in several

governments, begin early Zeta Treaties and Majestic-12 seed group covert Illuminati OWO
World

Management Team under Zetas" Drakonian Agenda. Zeta-Rigelians set out to activate Falcon
APIN,

Zetas" Drakonian Agenda. Zeta-Rigelians set out to activate Falcon APIN, begin Ethnic Virusl

abduction/hybridization programs. Zeta-Rigelians assist to organize and strengthen Hitler Nazi
movement via

Drakonian Hibiru Illuminati; Zeta-Rigelians withdraw Nazi support, assist Allied Governments
in victory over

hi-jack the Zeta-Rigelians" FalconAPIN Port Interface System at its Nagasaki APIN site.

Nagasaki APIN site. Zeta-Rigelians instruct their Illuminati hybrids in Japan and US via

plan from start. Zetas provided allies with A-Bomb technology specifically to use on

APIN site under Zeta-Rigelian control. Hiroshima Necromiton-Andromie Illuminati wiped out
on behalf

on behalf of Zeta-Rigelian Agenda, Maji Grail Line Human YU race Indigos of

Nagasaki reclaimed under ZetaRigelian control. Necromiton-Andromies prevented from
building Nagasaki base, Falcon APIN

be activated by Zeta-Rigelians. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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• 1943: Zeta-Rigelians expand Falcon APIN system via August 12, 1943 Philadelphia

Unsuccessful until 1972. Zeta-Rigelians continue UnNatural Disaster/Ethnic Virus testing,
covert Interior Government

Rigelian-Andromie Alliance. Zeta-Rigelians make deal with Pro-Drakonian Necromiton-
Andromie forces; Omicron-

Nibiruian Thoth-Enki-Zeta and Enlii-Odedicron Anunnaki) attempt to cap Falcon wormhole to
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Bases. Thoth-Enki-Zeta Nibiruian Anunnaki group via Chihuahua Mexico site sends Psycho-
tronic
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SG-3 Bermuda Zeta-Rigelian NCT-Base. Sonic Amplification Pulse charge collects at Bermuda
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Nephilim, Zephelium-Rigelian Zeta, Alpha-Omega Centaurians 2. Vale of Pewsey S. England,
SG-

and Zephelium-Rigelian-Zeta 6. Sarasota Florida SG-2 Gru-AL-Thoth-Enki-Zephelium

Omicron-Drakonian, Rigelian-Zeta and Pleiadian Samjase-Luciferian Anunnaki 10. Giza Egypt
SG-4-



Omicron-Drakonian, Rigelian-Zeta 12. Mauritania W. Africa CB- Omicron-Drakonian,
Necromiton-Andromie MIB,

Necromiton-Andromie MIB, Zeta Rigelian, Thoth-Enki-Zephelium Anunnaki 13. Paxos Island
Greece Cue

Zephelium Anunnaki, Rigelian-Zeta and Jehovian-Anunnaki 15. Cyprus Island Cue Site-1-
Omicron-
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are presently assisting Zeta Visitors with earthly agendas detrimental to the human populace.
These
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the modern day Zeta Reticuli and their Greys, were one of the visiting groups

The reason contemporary Zeta sought genetic material from our race was that they hoped
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during the presentday Zeta infiltration and were sent back in time to realign certain
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HISTORY The Original Zeta Agenda and the Zeta Seal 1926 AD - 6643 AD

Agenda and the Zeta Seal 1926 AD - 6643 AD In 1926 time traveling

members of the Zeta/Zephelium races, originally from the planet Apaxein-Lau began
interacting

Earth governments. The Zeta agenda is discussed in earlier chapters. In recent years the

recent years the Zetas conducted several projects that had a highly detrimental effect upon

mid-1980s. The Zetas and their Dracos (Drakon-human hybrid) and Rurilia (

and Rurilia (Zeta-Dracos hybrid) accomplices desire to take over Earth"s territory. The
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years ago. The Zeta/Zephelium races were involved with Atlantean and Atlanian Earth
cultures,

races" evolution. The Zetas" original plan was born out of their need to retain

6443 AD, the Zeta/Dracos alliance has successfully overtaken the human world culture in

now in a Zeta-ruled society, controlled by Frequency Fence and Holographic Insert
technology.

order for the Zetas to retain control over that society, they have traveled backward

threat to the Zetas" ability to retain control of that society. If 8% of

free from the Zeta Collective Mind Frequency Fence through which they are presently
controlled



time coordinate. The Zetas do not want this to occur. The Zetas" original Earth

to occur. The Zetas" original Earth agenda involved first creating Zeta-human hybrid strains

involved first creating Zeta-human hybrid strains that could comfortably thrive on Earth. In

strand. If the Zetas could keep Earth in the HU-1 time band and

the D-4 Zeta controlled their human populations would be released. If ascension of

by 2012, the Zetas could retain control of their D-4 holding. If humans

DNA mutation the Zetas used to keep their humans under the Frequency Fence. Humans

of Amenti, the Zeta-created D-4/fourth-DNA strand distortion that 117
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genetic mutation the Zetas use to control the future humans. In this future period,

a seal the Zetas placed within their fourth DNA strand. The Zeta Seal stopped

DNA strand. The Zeta Seal stopped the fifth DNA strand from plugging into the

time cycle. The Zetas infiltrated the D-4 future time continuum about 400 years

successfully implemented the Zeta Seal Frequency Fence there about 250 years ago. The Zeta

years ago. The Zeta Seal and Frequency Fence have thus manifested within the present-

AD have the Zeta-Seal distortion within their fourth DNA strand. As your life

time carry the Zeta Seal genetic mutation. The second base tone and second and

Earth, created by Zeta manipulation in the future, has created a hidden Zeta Frequency

created a hidden Zeta Frequency Fence on Earth since 17 48. The fourth DNA

DNA strand. The Zeta Frequency Fence on Earth made it easy for the Zetas

easy for the Zetas to directly influence human behavior, as it connected the human

directly into the Zeta Collective Mind complex that controlled the populations in the future.

broadcast by the Zeta Collective Mind Complex, from this future time period. This influence
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control of the Zeta Collective Mind, and Earth"s vibration would have dropped too low

half-point. The Zetas would not have had to do anything to stop the

holes" in Earth"s Zeta Frequency Fence by orchestrating astral-body realignments from D-4,

8%, and the Zetas" Frequency Fence on Earth deteriorated. The Tara-Earth Frequency Fence

unravel, and the Zetas began losing control over their future human populations. The Zetas

human populations. The Zetas began interacting directly with Earth"s present cultures in
1926, in

before 2012. The Zetas knew that they would have to reconstruct the Frequency Fence

they would create Zeta-human hybrids, which possessed mutated fourth-strand genetic
codes, to



the future, the Zetas returned to the past (Earth"s recent past and present)
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formalized with the Zetas. The Zetas then began the next phase of their plan,

the Zetas. The Zetas then began the next phase of their plan, a scheme

early 1940s, the Zetas began their hybridization program, then turned their attention toward
reconstruction

2012-2017. The Zetas possess the knowledge and technology that would allow them to

Before exploring the Zetas" manipulation of the Sun, let us review a brief lesson
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perpetually sustained. The Zetas are aware of these energy mechanics, which gives them a
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discussion of the Zetas plan to stop the merger of Earth and Tara"s grid

the 1970s. The Zetas determined that in order to retain control of the human

Tara, and the Zetas" Frequency Fence and Zeta Collective Mind Complex in D-4

Frequency Fence and Zeta Collective Mind Complex in D-4 would be destroyed. The

4/strand-four Zeta Seal would be released in all humans. Mter 2017 the

Mter 2017 the Zetas would totally lose control of the future human populations, if

human governments, the Zetas held this secret agenda of Earth infiltration. When they
offered

War II, the Zetas had ulterior motives. In 1943 the Zetas offered the U.

In 1943 the Zetas offered the U.S. Navy a rudimentary technology that would

to understand the Zetas" motivation for instigating this project. The Zetas knew that in

this project. The Zetas knew that in creating such an experiment, which utilized the

through which the Zetas could secretly pass their ships to Earth from their D-

space-time, the Zetas were able to transport large numbers of their spacecraft, undetected
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Merkaba Fields, the Zetas knew they could misalign the grids of Earth and Tara

re-stabilized, the Zetas and Dracos planned to claim Earth"s territories as their own.

idea of the Zetas" real plan when they entered treaties with them during WW2,

manipulated by the Zetas. The Interior Government was not aware of the dire consequences

created by the Zetas" involvement. In 1943 the Zetas used the opportunity presented by

In 1943 the Zetas used the opportunity presented by the Philadelphia Experiment to begin

following 1943 the Zetas plan brought many different Guardian groups into Earth"s drama.
Mter



12th, 1943, the Zetas secretly positioned their spacecraft beneath Earth"s surface in the D-

frequency bands, the Zeta next reversed the spin on the Sun"s D-4 Merkaba
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were by the Zetas following the Philadelphia Experiment, erratic electrical energies build up
within
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9540 BC, the Zeta Seal Frequency Fence from 17 48 AD and the 11:

to understand. The Zetas had been conducting frequent forced abductions since the late
1940s
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merge. When the Zetas" Frequency Fence and genetic mutation from the future began
affecting

deterioration of the Zetas" Frequency Fence and a reverse mutation of the fourth DNA

arose with the Zetas" manipulation of the Sun between 1943-1972, the artificial D-

the damage the Zetas had caused, which meant that humanity would be put on
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THE MONTAUK PROJECT Zetas and Rigelians, the Montauk Project 1983 and 2976 AD
Between

By 1982 the Zetas became tremendously frustrated as they observed the continuing
breakdown of

members of the Zeta Legion entered into treaties with the Guardian races, and agreed

also included the Zetas from the D-4 time cycle, who had fallen under

to relocate the Zeta races and their hybrids to another planetary system in D-

long as the Zetas agreed to follow the dictates of the Sirian Council and

time forward. The Zetas were also required to fully dismantle their Collective Mind Complex

to release the Zeta Seal Frequency Fence and to assist the Guardians in preparing

most of the Zetas agreed, and began working with the Guardians in 1983, several

in 1983, several Zeta and most Dracos groups refused to release their desire for

as the Dracos-Zeta Resistance, which included rebellious Zeta races, Dracos and their hybrids.

which included rebellious Zeta races, Dracos and their hybrids. The primary Zeta groups that

hybrids. The primary Zeta groups that refused Guardian treaties are the Zeta Greys from

treaties are the Zeta Greys from a solar system that orbits the star Rigel,

It is this Zeta group that formed treaties with the Interior Government on Earth

and orchestrated the Zeta Seal and manipulations of the Sun. They are the most

militant of the Zeta Grey races and are extremely dangerous to humans, because they
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dominated the other Zeta races in the D-4 time cycle until the majority

these non-Rigelian Zetas rebelled and sought Guardian protection when this option was
offered

1982-1984, the Zeta-Dracos hybrids known as the Rutilia, who had always been

go-betweens in Zeta-Futczhilhuman relations, served as infiltrates within the Interior
Government, and

skull.) The Dracos-Zeta Resistance had to find a way to reconstruct the Zeta

to reconstruct the Zeta Seal, Frequency Fence and Zeta Collective Mind Complex before 2012,

Frequency Fence and Zeta Collective Mind Complex before 2012, in order to regain control

4. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance set their new plan in motion in 1983, when

and keep the Zeta Seal operational within the Sphere of Arnenti, so their human

be subject to ZetaDracos control. For their new plan to work, the Zetas had

to work, the Zetas had to begin broadcasting their EM pulse Frequency Fence as

so the Dracos-Zeta Resistance would have to begin broadcasting their EM pulses no

DNA. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance decided upon the year 2004 as their target date.
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numbers of Dracos-Zeta ships could be cloaked and brought to Earth from D-

to the Dracos-Zeta Resistance target date of 2004. The plan called for a

and once the Zetas had successfully orchestrated infiltration, they would broadcast their
Frequency Fence

For the Dracos-Zeta Resistance plan to be effective, they would have to create

Government, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance orchestrated another experiment, which came to be
known as
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to the Dracos-Zeta Resistance D-4 time period, which they used as a

present, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance resumed their hybridization program through abducting
humans, creating several

during pregnancy so Zeta-Dracos genetic materials could be infused into the fetus. These

by the Dracos-Zeta Resistance via the DNA and neurological structure. When Guardian groups

and dismantle the Zeta-Dracos gene codes, thereby freeing these mostly human subjects
from

and the Dracos-Zeta Resistance The Guardians became aware of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance

of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance problem in 1984, and were able to trace probable

result of the Zetas" interference after the year 2000. In this probable future, the

AD the Dracos-Zeta Resistance is also successful with their infiltration plan. The Guardians



saw that the Zetas" new Frequency Fence partially misaligns Earth"s grid in 2012, and

of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance. The Zeta Seal genetic mutation is returned to the

Zeta Resistance. The Zeta Seal genetic mutation is returned to the human race. Once

is under Dracos-Zeta rule, the Zetas are attacked and dominated by the Oracos

Zeta rule, the Zetas are attacked and dominated by the Oracos group with whom
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to the Resistance Zetas, telling them of the Dracos" betrayal and offering to assist

infiltration plan. The Zetas refused to alter their plans. Though the Guardians could easily

subdue the Dracos-Zeta legions in a forced confrontation, such a confrontation would cause

the new Dracos-Zeta agenda. Not only did the Guardians bear the responsibility for

plan from Dracos-Zeta Resistance sabotage. In December of 1984, the Sirian Council,
Pleiadian

populations from Dracos-Zeta Resistance infiltration, and the destruction of Earth in 2976 AD

interference. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance is presently quite aware of the Guardian"s Bridge
Zone
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Before the Dracos-Zeta legions had altered the EM fields of the Sun in

fourth-strand DNA Zeta Seal mutation and Zeta Frequency Fence would dissolve once the

Seal mutation and Zeta Frequency Fence would dissolve once the Arc was sparked a
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Philadelphia Experiment, the Zetas" manipulation of the solar Merkaba Fields and the
necessity of

of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance infiltration and their plan to re-institute their Frequency

Frequency Fence and Zeta Seal in 2003. The events of the 2017 ascension cycle
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of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance and under that influence the Earth would meet with

The Rigelian/Futczhi Zetas working with the Dracos would not listen to reason and

and the Dracos-Zeta Resistance, during Earth"s most vulnerable period, would destroy the
planetary

move the Dracos-Zeta Resistance out of the way of Earth"s intended evolution, they

of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance. The Guardians would construct an artificial time continuum
between

for the Dracos-Zeta Resistance"s Frequency Fence to work in 2003- 2004 AD, they

Earth"s grid. The Zetas had worked since 1943 to decipher the appropriate calculations to

D-4, the Zetas-Dracos calculations would be useless. The Earth"s grid speed would



reach. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance would not have enough time to decipher new calculations,

protection, the Dracos-Zetas could not successfully launch an infiltration. Furthermore, if
Earth was

sufficiently, the Dracos-Zetas would lose control of their Frequency Fence and their human
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the D-4 Zeta Seal from all of the human races, present and future,

progression. The Dracos-Zeta Frequency Fence would end up in the dimensional frequency
bands
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cycle. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance plans to broadcast the EM pulses of their Frequency

Fence the Dracos-Zetas plan to use in 2004. If Earth does not make

of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance (should they be successful in orchestrating their 2003
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continuum the Dracos-Zeta Resistance successfully employs the Frequency Fence and creates
Earth"s destruction

civilization, and the Zeta-Dracos hybrids come to "help put things back together",

realize the Dracos-Zeta Resistance manipulates and covertly directs world culture. They will
not

in which the Zetas now have their strong hold, will become free from Dracos-

free from Dracos-Zeta control, so the 2976 AD explosion of Earth will be

reaches of Dracos-Zeta manipulation. If events unfold perfectly, all humans will shift to

fall under Dracos-Zeta dominion, bur the chances of such high success are slim.
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changes, covert Dracos-Zeta rule and separation from their personal soul matrix. If the
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by intruder Dracos-Zeta forces for infiltration into human culture.). Voyagers on the
Transports
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of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance. Humans who will see this future after 20 12

2003 the Dracos-Zeta Resistance plan to motivate certain factions of the Interior Government
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pawns by the DracosZeta Resistance. They are planning to use you to orchestrate a

fall under Dracos-Zeta Resistance Frequency Fence and Holographic Insert control. You can
stop



of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance. If not for the sake of your planet or

If the Dracos-Zeta plan is not stopped in 2003, they will begin broadcasting

by the Dracos-Zeta Resistance. This includes those of you in the Interior Government
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under covert Dracos-Zeta Resistance control, unaware of the truth that had caused them

by the Dracos-Zeta Resistance to stage a public landing in 2001, after allowing

Rutilia operatives (Zeta-Dracos hybrids that resemble Zeta Greys, called EBEs by the

hybrids that resemble Zeta Greys, called EBEs by the covert government) to members of

fall under Dracos-Zeta control, you will continue to evolve as souls upon a

with the Dracos-Zeta Resistance and the experiment of2003 does not take place, a
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ban on Dracos-Zeta presence and these intruders will leave. Your government systems will

and the Dracos-Zeta Frequency Fence can be averted, those in the D-3

If the Dracos-Zeta Resistance is successful in 2003, life in D-3 will

control, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance will be motivated to protect their "vested interests"
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of covert Dracos-Zeta rule. Further guardian intervention would only be considered if the

1 under Dracos-Zeta rule, and your incarnational destiny on HU-1 Earth will
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with the Dracos-Zeta Resistance, they are simply here to see Earth purged of

as the Dracos-Zeta Resistance, and will not attempt direct interference in Earth affairs,

If the Dracos-Zeta Frequency Fence is successful, the "peripheral blindness" of those
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is orchestrated through Zeta-human infiltrates presently working within various organizations.
You will see

taking place. The Zetas are expert propagandists, and subliminal manipulators, and are quite
accustomed

view, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance will present themselves as Guardians and attempt to make

sure the Dracos-Zeta Frequency Fence plan is still in operation and that the
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ban on Dracos-Zeta presence. If the Earth"s grid is balanced in 2012, the

2012, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance and the Anunnaki Resistance will leave. Earth"s populations
can



to the Dracos-Zeta Frequency Fence, and we hope that the Interior Government will
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under covert Dracos-Zeta Resistance mind control. If not, they will slowly evolve and
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of the Dracos-Zeta Resistance and D-4 Anunnaki instigators. 178
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misaligned by the Zetas following the Philadelphia Experiment of 1943. This allowed D-4
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Resistance and Dracos-Zeta Resistance manipulation. They began the collaborative Portal
Project. Guardian and
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and the Dracos-Zeta Resistance would have a much better chance of creating the

itself. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance continued to influence human decision making through
covert infiltrates,
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Palaidor, Amenti, And Zeta Seals From DNA On 5/5/2000. The third of

ofPalaidor, Amenti and Zeta all begin to release with the assembly of the aligned

Palaidorian, Amenti and Zeta Seals from human DNA. The D-4 frequencies from Amenti
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fall under Dracos-Zeta Resistance control. The striking of this lnterdimensional Resonant Tone
is
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Palaidor, Amenti and Zeta Can Release from DNA. Solar Activation and Multidimensional
Identity Become
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traces of the Zeta Seal from their DNA, so fourth strand assembly and the
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to continue. The Zeta Seal is a genetic mutation created in 17 48 AD

AD by the Zetas" Frequency Fence in the D-4 time cycle. Zeta Seal

4 time cycle. Zeta Seal was removed by Guardians through astral realignment, between 1902-

in some humans. Zeta Seal blocked D-4 frequency, and thus multidimensional perception,
from



processes. It allowed Zetas to electrically impulse human biochemical response patterns and
behavior, through

bio-neurological structure. Zeta Seal releases with assembly of realigned fourth DNA strand.
The
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8. 2001: Dracos-Zeta Resistance Tentative Plan to Stage Public Landing and Introduction to

Needed. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance tentatively plans to stage a public landing in order
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reached the Dracos-Zeta Resistance takeover plan can be stopped before it is put
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30/2017. 2003 Zeta Experiment 11. August 12, 2003: Dracos-Zeta Resistance and Covert

12, 2003: Dracos-Zeta Resistance and Covert Government Dimensional Blending Experiment.
The Dracos-Zeta

Experiment. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance hopes to coerce the Interior Government to
orchestrate a

Spring 2004: Dracos-Zeta Resistance to Begin EM Pulses of Frequency Fence. If the

If the Dracos-Zeta Resistance is successful in motivating the 2003 experiment and the
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Palaidor, Amenti and Zeta Seals will be fully released from the DNA in all
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18. 2006: Dracos-Zeta Resistance to Begin Broadcasting Holographic Inserts, if Frequency
Fence is

in 2004. Dracos-Zeta Resistance plans to begin broadcasting mass Holographic Inserts
through their
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by the Dracos-Zeta Resistance and at best you will find yourselves in need
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agendas (Dracos-Zeta Resistance) and the necessity for humans to take action now.
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Thoth-Enki-Zephelium-(Zeta) Anunnaki collective ofNibiru and Sirius A.4 • The Enoch

Reptile-Insectoid Rigelian-Zeta-Zephelium, Omicron-Drakonian (Dragon-Moth) and
Odedicron-Avian-Reptilian
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by human Illuminati Zeta Treaty agreements of the 1930s, through which the Omicron-
Drakonian
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Drakonian Agenda Rigelian Zeta races via the their human pawns within the Illuminati World
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a few Rigelian Zetas thrown in for good measure, leading the way. The invading

of a "Zeta-Ruled Society" were revealed in the 1997-98 GA dispensations

that the Orion Zeta forces would not succeed in their intended 2000-2017 attempt

devices, the Rigelian Zeta legions would have "settled for" general dominion of Earth
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Earth, even the Zeta and Human Illuminati initiatives were overrun by the involvement of

in the "Zeta Ruled Society" probability depicted in Voyagers, Volume 1. But we
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Enki-Zephelium (Zeta) Nibiruians, the Enoch-Jehovian-Anunnaki collectives and the
"Archangel
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orders of the Zeta Rigelians of the 1930s Illuminati Human-Zeta Treaties, in anticipation

1930s Illuminati Human-Zeta Treaties, in anticipation of the 2003 Frequency Fence initiative,
which

was an Drakonian-Zeta agenda that was consolidated into the UIR OWO agenda on
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Enki-Zephelium (Zeta) Anunnaki lineage with the Satain family of the Marduke-Anunnaki
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and Zephelium (Zeta) Drakonian/Reptilian Fallen Angelics and their Annu-Melchizedek
Illuminati Human
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in 1916, the Zeta ("Little Grey") races began physical interaction with Earth on

of the Zephelium-Zeta, OmicronDrakonian ("Dragon-Moths") and Odedicron (Reptile-Avian)
Drakonian

with the Orion Zeta Rigelian races. The Zeta Treaties initiated the formation of "

Rigelian races. The Zeta Treaties initiated the formation of "Majestic-12," which began

role in the Zeta Treaty agreements. • In the 1930s the Necromiton (Beetle-
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(Anunnaki +Zeta) and Marduke-Necromiton-Luciferian (Anunnaki +Alpha-Omega Centauri
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resistance. • 1916 Zeta Surveillance: Zeta races begin participating in the Earth drama on

1916 Zeta Surveillance: Zeta races begin participating in the Earth drama on behalf of

of the Zephelium-Zeta Rigelian and Odedicron-Reptilian (Orion) agenda. • 1930s-1940s

Covert Treaties: The Zeta negotiate covert treaties with Nephedem Annu-Melchizedek
Illuminati human governments,
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and Dracos races; Zeta"s lose footing in Illuminati affairs as Drakonians take over Zeta

Drakonians take over Zeta Treaties, some Zetas leave, Rigelian Zetas join to strengthen
Drakonian

Zeta Treaties, some Zetas leave, Rigelian Zetas join to strengthen Drakonian forces in Earth

Zetas leave, Rigelian Zetas join to strengthen Drakonian forces in Earth affairs. • 1992
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acquaintance 1916 - Zeta Surveillance 1930-1940- Zeta Treaties and MJ-12 1983 -

Surveillance 1930-1940- Zeta Treaties and MJ-12 1983 - Orion Intrusion 1992 -
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the Omicron-Drakonian-Zeta-Illuminati "One World Order" dominion agenda. One of the
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Anunnaki/Andromie/Centaurian/Zeta/Drakonian/Reptilian/Illuminati "Unholy Alliance" 322
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between the Rigelian Zeta controlled Montauk facility and the Anunnaki controlled NDC-Grid
at
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attempt to block Zeta and Illuminati races from conducting the 1943 Philadelphia Experiment,
which
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the then-dominant Zeta Rigelian-Dracos/Drakonian and Anunnaki OWO forces had in store

Age Movement and Zeta-Dracos representatives in the UFO Movement. The deciding factor
preventing
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by the Rigelian Zeta-Dracos Alliance in the area of Bosnia, and that it



July 1999 the Zetas, with assistance from the Anunnaki, reactivated a portion of the

portion of the Zetas" scalar transmission facility at Montauk to amplify the capabilities of

the Anunnaki-Dracos-Zeta intended dates of first wave Phantom Pulse transm1ss10ns was
obtained
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population reduction. The Zeta-Dracos-Anunnaki force intended to covertly use Psychotronics
to "
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launched by the Zeta-Dracos-Anunnaki Fallen Angelic collectives if their OWO Master Plan

advancement of the Zeta-DracosAnunnaki Illuminati OWO Master Plan through Masters
Planetary Templar Mechanics,
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1943 Philadelphia Experiment, Zeta Rigelian races "poked holes" (electromagnetic openings)
in the

through which the Zeta-Rigelian/Dracos Montauk facility was temporarily disabled. During mid
1998-

interfaced with the Zeta-Rigelian/Dracos Montauk facility. The NET-Montauk interface was a

was a collaborative Zeta-Rigelian/Dracos and Nibiruian-Anunnaki effort to prepare for "
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Since 1943 the Zeta-Dracos have been running a counter "ET technology training

the Anunnaki and Zeta-Rigelian/Dracos forces agreed to "work together" to prevent
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now if the Zeta-Rigelian and Drakonian OWO forces, and the Illuminati-hybrid Sleepers

with the 1930s" Zeta Treaties and ends with the 1992 Pleiadian-Sirian Agreements and
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Drakonian Agenda Rigelian Zeta-Zephelium1 races of Orion-and thus the "Zeta Treaties"

thus the "Zeta Treaties" and "MJ-12" were born. Because of these

Page:  341

the early 1900s, Zeta-Zephelium races from an adjacent Time Matrix (see Voyagers

Bermuda Triangle." The Zeta races began surveillance of Earth territories and were rapidly
joined

an aggressive, militant Zeta race from Orion Rigel, who took over administration of Zeta

over administration of Zeta Earth missions on behalf of the Drakonian/Reptilian Agenda. By

direct physical contact, ZetaRigelian forces had seduced a majority of key controllers in the



into entering the Zeta Treaties to stand against what they presented as the "

initiated by the Zeta Treaties, Anunnaki legions were forced to initiate select, covert physical

to break the Zeta treaties in favor of Anunnaki (Pleiadian-Nibiruian) allegiance. Though

trickery of the Zeta Treaties, as the Zetas provided key weapons technologies to further

Treaties, as the Zetas provided key weapons technologies to further their interests in the
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dominant Drakonian/Reptilian Zeta Agenda, the Anunnaki began an aggressive covert
counter-campaign using

In 1943 the Zeta/Drakonian agenda gained further strength through initiation of the
Philadelphia
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is partially under Zeta/Drakonian rule. The adjacent Time Matrix to which Earth"s new

1943, Philadelphia Experiment, Zeta forces tricked Illuminati races into employing
technologies that the Zeta

technologies that the Zeta knew would create active wormhole links between the Phantom
Matrix

linked to the Zeta-controlled Atlantic Wormhole, bur an entire network of wormhole links

also created. The Zeta Phi-Ex Wormhole network extends diagonally from Portland, ME-
Boston,

tricked by the Zetas into orchestrating this "experiment" under the false pretense of

technological deception, the Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian force had literally "carved out their
intended

Grid revisited). The Zeta and Illuminati creation of this wormhole network had unanticipated
consequences

dominion over the Zeta/ Drakonian legions of the adjacent Phantom Time Matrix and which

Atlantian wormhole the Zetas opened in the early 1900s, was also able to gain
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collective of Alnitak-Zeta and Alnilam-Epsilon Orion. The Phi-Ex Wormhole born of

invaded. When the Zeta-Rigelians advanced their OWO agenda by creating the Phi-Ex
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in motion. The ZetaRigelian-Drakonian agenda had advanced rapidly following the 1930s"
Zeta Treaties,

following the 1930s" Zeta Treaties, quickly over-powering the previously Anunnaki-dominated
covert Illuminati

Illuminati head of Zeta-Drakonian-agenda operations had progressively infiltrated key
positions of world

the 1930s the Zetas assisted in creating central organization of the covert World Management



of a hidden Zeta-Rigelian-Drakonian totalitarian "Big Brother." "BIG BROTHER DRAC,"

violated by the Zeta-Drakonian-agenda Illuminati in the 1930s, with the creation of

7 As the Zeta-Drakonian Illuminati organization of MJ-12 was quietly expanded into

of the advancing Zeta-Drakonian "Big Brother" game-plan. Adopting the strategies of

before them, the ZetaDrakonian Illuminati created a complex "underground" system of
"BlackBudget

building of underground Zeta-Drakonian Bases and further the quest for covert Big Brother

1939 as the Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian-agenda force launched a covert territorial conquest and
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OWO Once the Zetas had "opened the cap" on the Falcon wormhole on

compete with the Zeta-Rigelian legion for Port Interface Site dominion in various regions.

would prevent the Zeta-Drakonian races from expanding their Falcon Port Interface Network
as

objectives of the Zeta-Rigelian Drakonians in 1940-1941 were reducing concentrations of
Angelic

pending problem, the Zeta-Rigelians directed their Illuminati family lines in Tokyo and other

Hawaii. Simultaneously, the Zeta-Rigelians warned their Illuminati key controllers in the U.S.

to use the Zeta-Rigelian-inspired atomic bomb. Meanwhile, on August 12, 1943, the

12, 1943, the Zeta-Rigelians inspired their Illuminati within the Allied forces to orchestrate

Peak"" cycle. Through Zeta trickery the Phi-Ex wormhole and Falcon Port Interface Network

in 1943. The Zeta-Rigelians intended to open the final links of the Phi-

would prevent the Zeta-Rigelians from opening and claiming the site under their control

1945. As the Zeta-Rigelians had planned since 1941, the "time had come"
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"cells" for Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian Illuminati "resettlement." On August 6, 1945, Hiroshima,

radioactive rubble. The Zeta-Rigelian command waited until August 9, 1945, before giving the

to prevent the Zetas" scheduled August 12, 1945, Sub-space Sonic scalar pulse. The

scalar pulse. The Zeta-Rigelians" August 12, 1945, Phi-Ex sonic scalar pulse put

line" with the Zeta-Drakonian- controlled Falcon wormhole and Phi-Ex Network. By August

successful, and the Zeta-Rigelians informed Japanese Illuminati controllers that it was "time

Interface Site under Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian control was the real reason behind Japan"s
attack

only because the Zeta had threatened them that if they did not comply, atomic

as reprehensible. The Zeta-Rigelians assisted in developing the Nazi movement of WW2,
supporting

had also entered Zeta Treaties in the early 1930s, agreeing to "reduce populations"



ethnic groups. The Zeta-Rigelians instructed their Illuminati operatives in the U.S.A.

of keeping the Zeta-Rigelians "in their place," by providing small "gifts"

Hiroshima, strike. Their Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian-agenda Illuminati "elite" were instructed to
wait
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affiliations. In Hitler"s Zeta-Drakonian "deals," he had been instructed to reduce numbers

favored by the Zeta-Rigelians, were destroyed. The Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian force promptly
gave

were destroyed. The Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian force promptly gave the order to international
Zeta-

order to international Zeta-Drakonian Illuminati conclaves to withdraw all support from the
Nazi

covert Big Brother Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian World Management Team. What even most
conspiracy theorists

rebel since the Zeta Treaties of the 19 30s. As painful as it might
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From 1943, the Zeta-Rigelian-Drakonian force continued to "spread its wings" of

aware that the Zeta Rigelians had intentions of orchestrating mass genocide among select
populations

late 1930s, the Zetas began experimenting with "Ethnic Viruses" (DNA/race type

late 1943, the Zetas began using their Phi-Ex Network technology (code-named

Primary locations for Zeta/Illuminati sonic scalar pulse testing have included areas of Alaska,

converts" from the Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian international Illuminati ranks. In 1951 certain
factions of

connecting to the Zeta-Rigelian Drakonian "Falcon wormhole," is also 350
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the Thoth-Enki-Zeta Anunnaki races of Nibiru implanted the Nibiruian Diodic Crystal Grid
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the Thoth-Enki-Zeta Anunnaki of Nibiru destroyed the Eieyani civilization in what is
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dominion over the Zeta-Rigelian/Drakonian Falcon Wormhole and Phi-Ex Port Interface
Network.
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defeat the rising Zeta-Rigelian/Drakonian Falcon. The Sonic Pulse and "Ethnic Virus"

In 1972 the Zeta-Drakonian Falcon force began to expand the next intended wave



at preventing the Zeta-Drakonian Falcon Phi-Ex Network from overtaking Anunnaki holdings
at
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Necromiton-Andromies and Zeta-Rigelian/Drakonians progressively advanced their agendas
throughout the 1970s into

the Thoth-Enki-Zeta group, temporarily joined the Pleiadian Samjase-Luciferian and Nibiruian
EnlilOdedicron
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Team, threatening previous Zeta/Drakonian Illuminati dominion. In hopes of retaining
Zeta/Drakonian dominance

hopes of retaining Zeta/Drakonian dominance within the covert global Interior Government
sector, Zeta

Interior Government sector, Zeta Rigelian races of Rigel Orion petitioned the assistance and
collaboration

that favored the Zeta-Rigelian/ Drakonian Falcon agenda entered the Andromie-Rigelian
Coalition, and

and non-Rigelian Zeta forces, opposed to or fearful of the NecromitonAndromie force, refused

of the UIR Zeta-Rigelian "Falcons" and the 5. Dragon-moths 360
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motivated by the Zeta-Rigelians with Psychotronic scalar pulses, to "build the movement"
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Rigelians and the Zeta Treaties suddenly found their 1930s Zeta Treaties were nullified. The

found their 1930s Zeta Treaties were nullified. The fate of the Drakonian Illuminati was

White Eagle and Zeta Rigelian/Drakonian Falcon forces, through cooperating (and now
terrified
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could occur, if Zeta Rigelian/Drakonian occupation of Earth was successful during the 2000-

Covenant. Many nonRigelian Zeta races accepted Amnesty and Redemption Contracts, fearful
of the building

Reptilian Necromiton-Andromie/Zeta-Rigelian "Falcon" force. Smaller factions of some
Anunnaki collectives,
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succeeded when the Zeta Rigelians, with the assistance of the Necromiton-Andromie
"Montauk

was spent. The Zeta-Rigelians and Necromiton-Andromie forces used Hurricane Andrew to
secure
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the Necromiton-Andromies Zeta Rigelian, and Drakonian/Reptilian fleets from furthering their
intended covert
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Necromiton-Andromie, Rigelian-Zeta, Drakonian and Reptilian fleets, setting in motion a literal
"

that "the Zeta races had left Earth and there was nothing now to
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systems with the Zeta-Rigelian/Andromie Montauk/Phi-Ex facility in order to undo
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"Michael Matrix," Zeta-Rigelian and Dracos stepped up their own interest in the

1998-1999, the Zeta Rigelian and Necromiton-Andromie FalconWhite Eagle force, with the
assistance
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originally of the Zeta-Rigelian Agenda. The Zeta-Rigelians originally got their idea for

Rigelian Agenda. The Zeta-Rigelians originally got their idea for the Frequency Fence from
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occurring. When the Zetas uncapped the Falcon wormhole in the early 1900s and launched

Planetary Shields of Zeta-controlled Phantom Earth and our Earth was made in our
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and Zephelium (Zeta) Reptilian races gained dominance in the Atlantian power struggle, and
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the Drakonian/Reptilian/Zeta Leviathan races discovered and copied the Anunnaki wormhole
technology under

motivation of the Zeta-Dracos, Omicron-Drakonian and Odedicronreptile avian races that
ruled Phantom

Bellatrix, Rigel and Zeta. When the Falcon Matrix wormhole in the "Wall in
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line" aquatic-ape/Zeta Nibiruian hybrids) of Bruah, had tricked the Jehovian Anunnaki backed
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1920s-1930s the Zeta races of Phantom Earth and neighboring Phantom galactic systems
broke

Matrix wormhole. The Zeta conned amnesiac Anunnaki 21. or might I say "Zombiflcation?"



Page:  382

Illuminati races into Zeta Treaty Deals. In 1943 the Zeta tricked the Illuminati into

In 1943 the Zeta tricked the Illuminati into using their covert control over unsuspecting

Experiment, which the Zeta knew would activate the Phi-Ex Falcon Wormhole APIN system.

In 1983 the Zeta further motivated a now frightened and subservient Illuminati force into

Page:  388

Earth HAARPs, originally Zeta-Rigelian technologies, are the intended primary transmission
stations in the

resulted from the Zeta Rigelians" success in expanding the Falcon Matrix wormhole during the

Page:  390

(Thoth-Enki-Zeta Nibiruian Annunaki), via the Chihuahua, Mexico, Nibiruian Crystal Temple
Network.

northward from the Zeta/Necromiton-Andromie "Falcon" Base beneath Lake Titicaca, Peru, on

Page:  403

Andromie, Pleiadian-Nibiruian, Zeta-Rigelian, Odedicron-Reptilian and Omicron-Drakonian
"Grim Reaper" collectives

(Thoth-Enki-Zeta Lulitan family line) of Alcyone, Nibiru and Tiamat. These ancient,
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honor the 1930s Zeta Treaties rather than to accept the Guardians" offer of Emerald
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Covenant rather than Zeta Treaties in the 1930s, Guardian races could have worked with
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1748: Genetic mutation Zeta Seal from Zetas " future Frequency Fence contaminates Earth via

Zeta Seal from Zetas " future Frequency Fence contaminates Earth via Sphere of Amenti.

humans to release Zeta Seal mutation in race 1906: Guardians destroy asteroid that was

1916: WW 1 Zetas begin speculation on Earth studying genetic content. 1926: Zetas begin

genetic content. 1926: Zetas begin surveying Earth to assess conditions regard1ng their
future Frequency

Frequency Fence 1930: Zetas begin early genetic experimentation & hybridization program on
Earth during

1940: WW 2. Zetas assist Nazi"s then convert to assisting USA, treaties with Allies

1943: Philadelphia Experiment. Zetas instigate USA to np hole in space-time; Zeta sh1ps

in space-time; Zeta sh1ps begin altenng sun. 1952-1968: Earth scientists observe instabilities

unaware of 1943 Zeta cause Concern of Pole Shift 817/1972: Solar flare explosions



solar damage from Zetas 1943 sun manipulations 1973 -1/11/1992: Guardians employ

1982-1984: Most Zeta groups enter Guardian treaties & stop take-over plan. Dracos-

over plan. Dracos-Zeta Resistance refuses 8/12/1983: Dracos-Zetas instigate Montauk
Project,

12/1983: Dracos-Zetas instigate Montauk Project, create 2rd space-time rip & begm

as result of Zeta infiltration ; create Bridge Zone Project 1011988: 1st Seal on
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Spiral 2001: Dracos-Zeta Resistance tentative plan for public landing Guardians plan "fly-

Infusion 811212003: Dracos-Zetas plan experiment to bring cloaked ships in for Frequency
Fence

experiment successful Dracos-Zetas begin EMP Frequency Fence transmissions. 612004:
Pleiadian-Aicyone Spiral aligns,

Infusion 2006: Dracos-Zetas will begin broadcast of Holographic Inserts if Frequency Fence
was
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If the Dracos-Zeta Resistance is successful in orchestrating the Frequency Fence in 428
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under covert Dracos-Zeta bio-neurological mind control. • Major Earth changes will occur

of the Dracos-Zeta hybrids. • If the Frequency Fence is stopped, Descending Humans
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free from Dracos-Zeta manipulation and will have progressively more open relations with
guardian
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escape from Dracos-Zeta Resistance infiltration would not have been available. The human
collective

due to Dracos-Zeta Resistance infiltration. Originally the Guardians planned only to assist in
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due to Dracos-Zeta Resistance infiltration. We want you to understand the principle of
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occurred within the Zeta race strains. Due to the Stellar Spiral Alignments, Stellar Activations
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occurrence. (The Zeta races have been preparing people for this drama, assigning it
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it on the Zetas. It"s not just a Zeta thing. We"re going to find

not just a Zeta thing. We"re going to find out what the Dimensional Blend
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Enk~Zephelium (Zeta) races stage massive Earth uwasion in attempt to fully activate
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but when the Zeta joined the Dracs, the Annunaki realized they would lose and
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agendas. Like the Zetas happen to be hanging out in the Atlantian Lemurian part.
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lot of the Zetas hang out, as well as sorts of other beings. Atlantis
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downstep like the Zetas, they shift their matter lines. They know how to do

time from the Zetas. They would appear out of nowhere and they would do

But with the Zetas, I"d literally watch them do that thing where they would
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to which the Zetas are connected to both, and those kind of beings. The
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had with the Zetas, we didn"t get in until age 33, then it was
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"Jesus Codes" Zetas like to hang out there. That"s where they run most
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They know the Zetas trained them in some scalar technologies that"s hardly anything
compared
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there are no Zetas on it," because she was being trapped by the Zetas

trapped by the Zetas at the time and she was seeing them and they
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and going, "Zeta ... they"re Zeta ... those are Zeta orbs " I

Zeta ... they"re Zeta ... those are Zeta orbs " I could feel the

... those are Zeta orbs " I could feel the encryption in them. So,
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(time warps) Zeta bases physical- Urta-14R & Reuta-15R control between D-
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WWII when the Zetas came in big time. Ah, anyway, this gives you a
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still there. The Zetas like to hang out there a lot They run a
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You"ve got the Zetas hanging out there, you"ve got all of these guys. We"ve
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are basically the Zeta Seed crew. And they initiated the Omega Kill Code, which
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was young the Zetas used to track her and, you know, abduct her and

life when the Zetas were really going after her. And these guys would come

that sometimes are Zetas and you never know what they are. These were different
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from what the Zetas were trying to do to her. So, the body has
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from the Intruder Zeta races ; the Zeta would also occasionally use the "

races ; the Zeta would also occasionally use the "vehicle" of "Light
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other from the Zeta"s NCT-Base at Lake Titicaca Peru on the A? Line.

SG-3 Bermuda Zeta Base for amplification. On September 8, pre-existing terrorist cells

Line and the Zeta"s Montauk-Phi-Ex Port Interface. More UIR Phoenix Spike Site
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SG-3 Bermuda Zeta Base for amplification. On September 8, pre-existing terrorist cells
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Made 1943 t Zeta-controlled Phantom Earth Tried to link into 2003 for Dimensional

Experiment When the Zetas uncapped the Falcon wormhole in the early 1900s and launched

Planetary Shields of Zeta-controlled Phantom Earth and our Earth was made in our
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Reptilian.
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